
Terms and Conditions  
By signing the Terms and Conditions, I agree to   
 
1. Dress formally during the conference; 

Attendants are expected to wear clothing befitting the formality of the conference 
such as: blouses, dress pants, formal shoes, suits, and other clothes serving the term 
formal wear. Sneakers, sweatpants, jeans, and any other form of lounge wear is 
prohibited at SkyMUN 2023.   
 

2. Not consume alcohol or narcotic drugs during the conference (incl. the party and staff 
dinner);  

When a delegate appears intoxicated the SkyMUN OC is obligated to inform the 
delegate’s school/MUN director. If a delegate displays disruptive behaviour due to the 
abuse of substances the delegate will be prohibited from attending SkyMUN.   
Intoxication will lead to immediate termination of any Chairs at fault. The use of any 
substance in the presence of delegates by chairs will lead to immediate eviction.  
 

3. Not use tobacco or e-cigarettes on the premises of Kandinsky College (incl. the party 
venue and staff dinner ground);  

A SkyMUN participant is not held accountable when caught smoking/vaping
 outside of the school gates/party venue.   
 
4. Consent to be in pictures taken by the press team;      
 Pictures taken by the press team will be available to all participants of the
 conference, and by signing the terms and conditions a SkyMUN participant consents
 to appear in these pictures. Pictures taken by other parties than our press team are
 not under the control of SkyMUN. If you wish for a picture taken of you by someone
 outside of the SkyMUN organisation to be removed or otherwise treated, it is
 considered a personal matter and SkyMUN is not obligated to help you. All media
 created by our press team is used for SkyMUN purposes only. 
 
5. Respect all equipment belonging to SkyMUN 2023;   

If an item of value is damaged, misplaced or vandalised, the participant found at fault 
will be held responsible for the repair costs of damaged the item. SkyMUN is not 
responsible for damage to personal supplies. 
 

6. Pay the delegate/StOff fee of €40 prior to the conference;   
If SkyMUN has not received your payment by the payment deadline of 24/11/23 , you 
are prohibited from participating. Single delegates are responsible for their own 
payment, whereas MUN directors are responsible for the payments of the complete 
delegation as they are representing a school. 
 

7. Acknowledge that SkyMUN only hosts one official party.     
 SkyMUN holds no responsibility for or legal power over any events organised outside
 of the official SkyMUN conference hosted at Kandinsky College Nijmegen. Anything
 that is to happen at these events is not to be associated with the annual SkyMUN
 conference. 
 
8. Pay the cancellation fee in the event of a cancellation and consent to the SkyMUN refund 
policy.            
 SkyMUN’s cancellation fee after the 27th of October 2023 is equal to the
 delegate/stOff fee; this results in no refund. SkyMUN’s refund policy states the
 following; 

a) 100% refund (€40) A cancellation is filed more than 6 weeks prior 
to the conference (– 27/10/23) 



b) 0% refund (€0) A cancellation is filed less than 6 weeks prior to 
the conference (28/10/23 – 08/12/23) 
 

10. Allow for my personal information to be shared with the SkyMUN 2023 Organising 
Committee for conference purposes.        
 Information like names, addresses, phone numbers and email addresses are
 accessible to all members of the SkyMUN OC and Kandinsky College MUN directors.
 This information will not be used for any purpose other than administration at
 SkyMUN 2023.  
   
11. Acknowledge that SkyMUN information is only legitimate once published from an official 
platform. 
 Our skymun.eu website, @skymun.offical on Instagram and TikTok as well as the
 skymunnijmegen@gmail.com address are affiliated with SkyMUN. Other 
 sources of information are not recognized by SkyMUN. 
   
12. Acknowledge that SkyMUN only recognizes SkyMUN 2023 applicants whom have 
signed up through the google document on the skymun.eu website (unless approved of by 
the Secretariat). 
  
13. Refrain from misusing copyrighted SkyMUN material     
 SkyMUN copyright material includes, but is not limited to the logo, website content,
 the SkyMUN magazine and our Social Media content. 
 
14. Behave respectfully towards other participants of SkyMUN 
 When a SkyMUN participant is not respectful, the Secretariat reserves the right to 
remove the participant from the conference. SkyMUN’s aim is to provide a safe space for all. 
 
15. Communicate in English when present at the premises of the conference. 
 
16. Understand that delegates in need of housing are selected by the SkyMUN OC due to 
limited spots.           
 Relevant factors that play a role in the selection are travel distance and how prior a
 delegate has communicated their need. 
 
17. Pay the housing fee of €15 prior to the conference if you require housing and 
acknowledge the payment is non-refundable.  
 
18. Recognize what services and supplies are included in the price of the fee 
 The *SkyMUN fees contain the following: 

a) Delegate fee of €40; SkyMUN supplies, lunch + snack for every day of the 
conference, party entrée, workshops, ceremonies. 

b) StOff fee of €40; SkyMUN supplies, lunch + snack for every day of the 
conference, party entrée, workshops, ceremonies, staff diner. 

c) MUN directors fee of €0; lunch + snack for every day of the conference, 
party entrée, ceremonies. 

d) Housing fee of €15; accommodation at a host family during the 
conference. 

*Be aware SkyMUN does not cover travel costs! 
 
Disclaimer: SkyMUN does not guarantee a spot for every delegate. The SkyMUN Organising 
Committee reserves the right to reject any participant at the forehand. When there are no 
spots available, the participant will be put on the waiting list. 
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